MapReduce is regarded as an adequate programming model for large-scale data-intensive applications. The Hadoop framework is a well-known MapReduce implementation that runs the MapReduce tasks on a cluster system. G-Hadoop is an extension of the Hadoop MapReduce framework with the functionality of allowing the MapReduce tasks to run on multiple clusters. However, G-Hadoop simply reuses the user authentication and job submission mechanism of Hadoop, which is designed for a single cluster. This work proposes a new security model for G-Hadoop. The security model is based on several security solutions such as public key cryptography and the SSL protocol, and is dedicatedly designed for distributed environments. This security framework simplifies the users authentication and job submission process of the current G-Hadoop implementation with a single-signon approach. In addition, the designed security framework provides a number of different security mechanisms to protect the G-Hadoop system from traditional attacks.
Introduction
Today, data explosion is commonly observed in various scientific and social domains, such as GeoScience, Life Science, High Energy and Nuclear Physics, as well as Materials and Chemistry. Modern scientific instruments, the Web, and simulation facilities are producing huge data in the range of several petabytes. Currently, MapReduce [3] is commonly used for processing such big data. With a Map and a Reduce function, MapReduce provides simple semantics for users to program data analysis tasks in the code. Additionally, the parallelism in MapReduce is automatically done by a runtime framework, which is especially friendly for application developers.
The Apache Hadoop [1] is one of the well-known MapReduce implementations [3, 18, 7, 8, 4, 11, 16] and has been used/extended by scientists as the base of their own research work [15, 19, 10, 6 ]. Hadoop's MapReduce architecture is based on a master/slave communication model with one JobTracker as the master and multiple TaskTrackers acting in the role of slaves. Hadoop uses its own file system, the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), to manage the input/output data of the MapReduce applications.
G-Hadoop [25] is a MapReduce implementation targeting on a distributed system with multiple clusters, such as a Grid infrastructures [9, 12, 22, 26, 20] , a Cloud [13, 27, 24, 21] , distributed virtual machines [23] , or a multi-data centre infrastructure [28, 17] . In order to share data across multiple administrative domains, G-Hadoop replaces Hadoop's native distributed file system with the Gfarm Grid file system [19] . MapReduce applications in G-Hadoop are scheduled across multiple clusters using a hierarchical scheduling approach. The MapReduce tasks are firstly scheduled among the clusters using Hadoop's data-aware scheduling policy and then among compute nodes using the existing cluster scheduler on the target clusters. G-Hadoop maintains the master/slave model of Hadoop, where the slave nodes are simple workers, while the master node accepts the jobs submitted by the user, splits them into smaller tasks, and finally distributes the tasks to the slave nodes.
The current G-Hadoop system reuses the Hadoop mechanisms for user authentication and job submission, which is actually designed for single cluster environments. The mechanism applies the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol to establish a secure connection between a user and the target cluster. This kind of mechanism is not suitable for a distributed environment, like Grid, that contains several large-scale clusters. In G-Hadoop, for example, an individual SSH connection has to be built between the user and each single cluster. This approach does not handle the system as a whole; rather it works separately with the systems components. In addition, with the Hadoop security approach a user must log on to each cluster in order to be authenticated before being capable of using its resources for running MapReduce tasks. This is undoubtedly a tedious task for the users. Therefore, a more general, system-wide solution is required to hide the architecture details of the system as well as to free the user from the burden.
In this work, we designed a new security model for the G-Hadoop framework to meet the above challenges. The security framework is designed with the following properties:
• A single-sign-on process with a user name and password: A user logs on to G-Hadoop once simply with his user name and password. In the following, all resources of the underlying system are available for the user and can be accessed by the user without additional self-participating security processes. The procedure of being authenticated by the different clusters of the underlying system is automatically performed by the security framework in the background.
• Privacy of user information: The user information, such as authentication information, is invisible at the side of the slave nodes. Slave nodes take tasks, which are assigned by the master node, without being aware of user information, including the user name and password.
• Access control: The security framework protects resources of the whole system from misuse or abuse of nonprofessional users. Users of the system only have the right to access the resource of a cluster that he can access with an SSH connection.
• Scalability: A cluster can be easily integrated or removed from the execution environment without any change of the code on the slave nodes or any modification of the security framework itself.
• Immutability: The security framework does not change the existing security mechanism of the clusters. Users of a cluster can still rely on their own authentication profiles to get access to the clusters.
• Protection against attacks: The security framework protects the system from different common attacks and guarantees the privacy and security by exchanging sensitive information, such as information of authentication and encryption. It is also capable of detecting the fraudulent party of a fake entity to avoid abusing or illegal access to the resources by an attacker.
The remainder of the paper is organized as following. Section 2 gives a short introduction to the G-Hadoop architecture. Section 3 describes the designed security framework in detail. Section 4 demonstrates how the proposed security framework guarantees the security of the underlying system and analyzes its security performance against common attacks. An initial implementation of the framework is described in Section 5. Finally, the paper concludes in Section 6 with a brief summary and several future directions.
The G-Hadoop architecture
G-Hadoop maintains the Hadoop's MapReduce architecture with a master/slave communication model. The JobTracker is the master server in the MapReduce framework and represents a central service that is responsible for managing the control flow of running MapReduce jobs. The JobTracker receives new jobs from its clients and splits the jobs into smaller tasks. A built-in scheduler dispatches the individual Map and Reduce tasks, and coordinates the order of the map phase and the reduce phase. The JobTracker is also responsible for monitoring the health status of all running tasks and detecting failures and re-scheduling the failing until all tasks of a job are finished.
TaskTrackers are the workhorses of the JobTracker. Each TaskTracker has a specific number of slots denoting how many tasks the TaskTracker is configured to run at the same time. The TaskTrackers periodically report their health status to the JobTracker using a heartbeat message. This message includes the current progress of all running tasks and the number of idle slots available on the TaskTracker node. In response, the JobTracker sends new instructions to the TaskTracker. These instructions include the assignment of a new task or the termination of a running task. To sandbox each running task the TaskTracker runs a separate JVM per slot. It is the TaskTracker's responsibility to monitor the health status of the active task, managing its log files, detecting failures, and reporting back to the JobTracker.
Based on the Hadoop MapReduce implementation, we developed the G-Hadoop framework for MapReduce executions in a wider area. The goal of G-Hadoop is to enable large-scale distributed computing across multiple clusters. To share data sets across multiple administrative domains, G-Hadoop replaces HDFS, the Hadoop's native distributed file system, with the Gfarm file system. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the G-Hadoop high-level architecture and its basic components. As mentioned, the proposed architecture of G-Hadoop follows a master/slave communication model. The master node is the central entity in the G-Hadoop architecture. It is responsible for accepting jobs submitted by the user, splitting the jobs into smaller tasks, and distributing these tasks among its slave nodes. It is also responsible for managing the metadata of all files available in the system. The master node contains a metadata server that manages files distributed among multiple clusters, and a JobTracker that is responsible for splitting jobs into smaller tasks and scheduling these tasks among the participating clusters for execution. Tasks are submitted to the queue of the cluster scheduler (e.g. Torque) using a standard interface. The slave node of G-Hadoop enables the execution of MapReduce tasks on the computing nodes of the participating clusters. Its main component is a TaskTracker that is in charge of accepting and executing tasks from the JobTracker of the master node.
The security framework
The G-Hadoop prototype currently uses the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol to establish a secure connection between a user and the target cluster. This approach requires a single connection to each participating cluster, and users have to log on to each cluster for being authenticated. Therefore, we designed a novel security framework for G-Hadoop.
The concept
There are several successful security solutions, including the SSL protocol [14] , the Globus Security Infrastructure [5] and the Java security solutions. The cryptographic protocol Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and its successor Transport Layer Security (TLS) are widely used to provide a secure communication over the public networks. It takes two phases to set up an SSL connection. The first phase uses digital signatures and asymmetric cryptography for authentication, while the second phase is for data transmission. The Globus Security Infrastructure (GSI) is a standard of Gird security and provides the single-sign-on process in the Grid environment as well as authenticated communication by using asymmetric cryptography as the base for its functionality. As a security standard, GSI also meets different security requirements. The Java platform not only supports the cross-platform capabilities, but also provides a variety of security features and solutions. Most of these security features and solutions are encapsulated in three standard Java extensions: Java Cryptography Extension (JCE), Java Secure Sockets Extension (JSSE), and Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS). Each of these extensions contributes certain technologies to the security features and solutions.
Our security model follows the authentication concept of the Globus Security Infrastructure (GSI) [2, 5] , while using SSL for the communication between the master node and the CA server. GSI is a standard for Gird security. It provides a singlesign-on process and an authenticated communication by using asymmetric cryptography as the base for its functionality. As a security standard, GSI adopts several techniques to meet different security requirements. This includes the authentication mechanisms for all entities in a Grid, integrity of the messages that are sent within a Grid, and delegation of the authority from an entity to another. A certificate, which contains the identity of users or services, is the key of the GSI authentication approach. In this work, we use similar certificate for the authentication between the master node and slave nodes of G-Hadoop, where the master node is in charge of the single-sign-on process. The user needs only provide his user name and password or simply log on to the master node; jobs can then be submitted to the clusters without requesting any other resources. A secure connection between the master node and slave nodes is established by the security framework using a mechanism that imitates the SSL handshaking phase.
Applied terms
The following terms are used in the description of the novel security model:
• User instance: A user instance is an object that is created by the master node for a user who has active jobs -the job is initialized or in execution. The user instance is deleted by the master node, when the user does not have active jobs any more. A user instance is an important but dynamic element of the security framework. It is related with other information and data of the corresponding user as well as the authentication process on slave nodes. User instances are independent between any two different users. Another property of user instance is sharing. If there are more than one active jobs of a user, these jobs share a common user instance. In case that the user is logged out but there are still active jobs for him, the user instance will not be deleted, thus to implement an "off-line execution" mode by using the user instance approach.
• Proxy credential and slave credential: Proxy credentials and slave credentials are used by our security framework to describe two different certificates. They are issued by the same CA (Certification Authority). The proxy credential is designed for slave nodes to authenticate the master node, actually the user instances maintained on the master node. For each user instance a proxy credential is issued. After a user instance is authenticated by a slave node, a secure communication is established and the proxy credential is not required any more. Therefore, proxy credentials are designed as one-time-usage and have short life cycle to protect the authentication process from MITM attacks and replay attacks. A proxy credential contains the following information: the CA identity, the expiration time, a public key of the master node as well as its life cycle, and a random message that is generated by the CA. In contrast to a proxy credential, a slave credential has a long life cycle and is owned by a slave node. Slave credentials are used by the master node to authenticate the slave nodes during the procedure of establishing a communication channel between the master node and a slave node. A slave credential contains information about the CA identity and the public key of the corresponding slave node.
• User session: The term session is typically used to describe the interactive information interchange between two communication parties. In this security framework, we use session to specify the information of a user instance, and hence call it user session. It serves as the identity of a user instance for the slave nodes after the user instance has been authenticated. Therefore, a user session has the same life cycle as the corresponding user instance.
The security model
As mentioned above, G-Hadoop was developed for a computing environment with large-scale distributed multiple clusters. The system components, including the CA server and the master node of G-Hadoop, may be distributed over the world and connected via a public network, for example the Internet, where various security threats exist. Hence, one component can trust another only when the authentication process is successfully conducted. However, the CA server has to be trusted by all components of the system. This is the basis condition of using certificates for authentication.
In our security framework, the CA server is an important component that issues proxy credentials and slave credentials. Since the Gfarm file system, which is the underlying file system of G-Hadoop, applies the GSI security mechanism and has already a CA server, we simply reuse this server as the CA server of the proposed security framework. In addition, the slave nodes in G-Hadoop have their own GSI certificate for the Gfarm file system. This GSI certificate is also simply used as the slave credential. Fig. 2 shows the architecture model of the proposed security framework. The new designed security framework is an extension of the current G-Hadoop system without changing its master-slave architecture. The additional component in this architecture is the CA server, which is needed to issue proxy credentials as well as slave credentials.
The proposed security framework extends G-Hadoop in the phase of submitting jobs from a user and the phase of job termination, where additional steps are performed to authenticate the communication parties and to establish a secure connection before executing jobs/tasks. Fig . 3 demonstrates the authentication procedure and the interaction between the components of the designed security framework. The whole work flow consists of the following main phases: user authentication, proxy credential assignment, preparing authentication information on the master node, authentication of the master node and slave nodes, as well as job execution, termination, and disconnection.
We apply a public key cryptographic algorithm in this work, similar to the one used by Digital Signature. To simplify the description, we use PBA to represent this public key algorithm. Its encryption and decryption can be described with the following formats:
PBA.encrypt(m, k)
for encrypting a message m with the public key k, and
PBA.decrypt(m, k)
for decrypting a message m with the private key k.
Phase I: User authentication. From the view of users the way to submit a job to the G-Hadoop system with the security framework is not different from the submission process of the initial G-Hadoop implementation. However, with the security model a user does not need log on to each slave node. Instead, a single log-on to the master node with his user name and password pair {U , P } is sufficient.
After receiving the user authentication information {U , P } from a user, the master node searches its database, which stores the user authentication information, to check if the user name exists, if the password is correct, and if the user has right to use the G-Hadoop resources. If one of these checks does not pass through, the master node delivers an error message as feedback to the user. Otherwise, the user is authenticated by the master node. Being authenticated by the master node, the user can now submit jobs to G-Hadoop. In the following, the master node accepts the job, initializes it, creates a user instance for it, and finally contacts the CA server to apply a proxy credential for the user instance. It is possible that the user instance already exists, meaning that the off-line execution is activated. In this case, the master node only shows the current status of the active jobs to the user, and no further operation is performed.
Phase II: Applying and issuing a proxy credential. To apply and issue a proxy credential, the first step, Phase II(a) in Fig. 3 , is to set up a secure connection between the master node and the CA server. The SSL protocol [14] is applied in this phase to provide the secure connection. During the setup of an SSL connection, the master node acts as the client of SSL and the CA server as the server side. According to the flow of the SSL protocol with client authentication, the master node and the CA server are authenticated by each other before any data transmission. After the authentication via the handshaking process of SSL, a secure connection with encryption between them is established.
In the next step, the master node sends a request to apply a proxy credential for the user instance, as depicted by Phase II(b) in Fig. 3 . Since a proxy credential is the authentication information of a user instance on the slave nodes, it must be unique with each use case to avoid abusing, even for the same user instance but different jobs. For this purpose, the master node generates a random key pair {MN_Pub, MN_Prv}. This key pair is used later during the authentication phase between the master node and slave nodes. The master node retains the private key MN_Prv and sends the public key MN_Pub to the CA server.
After receiving the randomly generated public key MN_Pub from the master node, the CA server generates a random message CA_Rand and specifies the life cycle for the public key MN_Pub of the master node. Specifying the life cycle of MN_Pub also regulates the life cycle of the corresponding user session that will be generated in the next phase. The CA server signs then a proxy credential for the current request of the master node by using the technique of Digital Signature. The proxy credential contains the identity of the CA, its expiration time, the public key MN_Pub of the master node, the life cycle of MN_Pub, and the randomly generated message CA_Rand. The new generated proxy credential is then sent to the master node, together with the random message CA_Rand.
With the randomly generated public key MN_Pub for the master node as well as the random message CA_Rand of the CA server, the uniqueness can be ensured. This is an important property of proxy credentials. The random message CA_Rand is also designed with the purpose for authentication of the master node and slave nodes by each other, the same functionality as the random message that used in the GSI scheme. Therefore, the master node should know about the random message. Out of this reason the random message CA_Rand is sent to the master node as well. After receiving the proxy credential as well as the random message CA_Rand, the master node disconnects the SSL connection. This phase is then terminated.
Phase III: Generating user session and preparing the authentication for slave nodes. In this step the master node generates a user session of the current user instance for later communication and interaction with the slave nodes. The user session U_Session simply uses the MD5 hash value of the user name and the random message to guarantee the uniqueness of the user session and to protect the user privacy from the slave nodes:
The user session has the same life cycle as the public key MN_Pub, whose life period is specified by the CA server and signed in the proxy credential.
According to the user accessing right to the slave nodes, the master node creates a list of all the available slave nodes for the current user instance. In the following operations, the master node will only distribute jobs/tasks to the slave nodes in the list. This mechanism ensures that only the slave nodes that can be accessed by the user with SSH are provided to the user, so that abusing or misusing of the resources in G-Hadoop can be avoided.
Similar to the master node, the slave nodes must also make sure that the master node is not a fake but the real master node that is authenticated by the CA server. Therefore, the authentication information of the master node has to be prepared as well.
Since G-Hadoop deals with a large-scale distributed system connected with public networks, transmitting sensitive information such as authentication information in plain text is insecure and inadvisable. A secure connection is required. The SSL connection is an option. However, using this protocol an additional SSL certificate, others than the proxy credential, is needed for the authentication process during the handshaking process to set up the SSL connection. In addition, a storage space on the master node is required to save the identities of the slave nodes. Furthermore, if a new slave node is added or an existing one is removed, the master node must also renew its database for the identities to maintain the synchronization. Due to these reasons, we propose a secure connection between the master node and slave nodes using the proxy credential, without the necessity of storing the identities of slave nodes on the master node. The details will be given in the following subsection, together with the description of the next phase.
Unlike the SSL handshaking process, the master node does not send a Hello message to the slave nodes. Instead, it sends the proxy credential, the random message CA_Rand from the CA server, and the user session. The proxy credential is sent directly, while the random message CA_Rand and the user session are encrypted with the private key MN_Prv that was generated in Phase II:
By now, all necessary information from the view of the master node is readily prepared. The information, including the authentication information MN_Rand, encrypted session user name MN_U_Session, and the proxy credential issued by the CA, is sent to the slave node, and the authentication process goes to the next phase.
Phase IV: Handshaking between the master node and slave nodes. This phase is similar to the handshaking phase of the SSL connection. In this phase, the master node and slave nodes must be authenticated by each other, and a secure communication for further data transmission is set up. The operations performed in this phase are the same for all slave nodes.
As depicted in Fig. 4 , the handshaking phase is divided into three steps. In the first handshaking step, the master node sends the messages that are prepared in the last phase to the slave node. The slave node tries to authenticate the master node with the proxy credential and the authentication information MN_Rand from the master node. It first decrypts the proxy credential with the public key of the CA server for the digital signature. If the proxy credential is the real one that was signed by the CA server, the slave node should have all the information that is encapsulated in the proxy credential. It then checks whether the identity of the CA server in the proxy credential is correct. If not, the master node is not authenticated. Otherwise, the slave node takes the public key MN_Pub of the master node from the proxy credential, and decrypts the message MN_Rand with the key MN_Pub to get the message CA_Rand that is generated by the CA server: CA_Rand = PBA.decrypt (MN_Rand, MN_Pub) It then compares the decrypted message CA_Rand with the original message that is encapsulated in the proxy credential. The expiration time of the proxy credential as well as the expiration time of the public key MN_Pub are also checked. If one of these checks results false, the master node is not authenticated as well. In this case, a refusal message with reasons is sent back to the master node. The authentication phase is then terminated.
Otherwise, if all these checks are passed through meaning that the master node is authenticated, the slave node sends a confirmation message as feedback to the master node and then acquires the user session information by decrypting the message MN_U_Session with the public key MN_Pub:
The user session U_Session and the life cycle of the public key MN_Pub are stored on the slave node. U_Session will be used later as authentication information of the current user instance for task assignment and execution on the slave node. The proxy credential is stored on the slave node as well to protect the slave node from replay attacks. All information is maintained on the slave node, until a job-finished message is received from the master node. In this case, the slave node deletes the information.
The first handshaking aims to authenticate the master node by the slave node. In the second handshaking step, the slave node is authenticated by the master node. In addition, the encryption scheme and the corresponding key for later communication are also determined in this step.
The slave node encrypts the random message of the CA server with its own private key SN_Prv to acquire the encrypted message SN_Rand: SN_Rand = PBA.encrypt (CA_Rand, SN_Prv) This encrypted message is used to prove that the slave node is the actual owner of the slave credential that is received by the master node. It has the same functionality as the message MN_Rand. The user session U_Session is also encrypted with the private key SN_Prv of the slave node:
The purpose of encrypting the user session is to make sure that the user session, received by the slave node, is the same one that the master node has sent. At the same time, the slave node selects a symmetric cryptographic algorithm SCA, generates a corresponding key SC_Key for this algorithm, and saves the pair {SCA, SC_key} together with the user session. Another copy of the name of the chosen cryptographic algorithm and its key SC_Key is encrypted with the public key MN_Pub of the master node. This algorithm and the corresponding key SC_Key will be used to encrypt all the data transmissions between the master node and this slave node after this phase. Here, it must be noticed that the key to encrypt the random message CA_Rand as well as the user session is the private key SN_Prv of the slave node, while the algorithm's name SCA and the key SC_Key is encrypted with the public key MN_Pub of the master node. To avoid modification of the encryption information {SCA, SC_key} by an attacker, the hash value of this encryption information is computed by the slave node. The hash value is encrypted with the private key of the slave node and sent then to the master node: SCA_Check = PBA.encrypt (SCA, SN_Prv) In addition, the slave credential of the slave node is also sent to the master node without encryption.
The master node receives a feedback message from the slave node, which can be either a refusal or a confirmation message. Normally, the real master node will only receive a confirmation, but the fraudulent party of a fake master node could receive a refusal.
The slave credential of the slave node, the encrypted message SN_Rand, the encrypted user session SN_U_Session, and the message of encryption information should be acquired by the master node in the second handshaking. After receiving these messages, the master node tries to verify the slave credential with the public key of the CA server and decrypts the message SN_Rand with the public key of the slave node that is extracted from the slave credential. If the slave credential is unacceptable and the decrypted message from SN_Rand is different to the original message CA_Rand, the master node treats the slave node as a fake node and terminates the communication with it. Otherwise, the slave node is authenticated by the master node. The master node then decrypts the encrypted user session with the public key SN_Pub of the slave node and the encrypted message with its private key MN_Prv to acquire the user session, cryptographic algorithms SCA, and the corresponding key SC_Key. If the user session from the slave node is not identical to the original user session U_Session, the master node sends its encrypted user session MN_U_Session again to the slave node and asks the slave node to confirm it with SN_U_Session. The similar operation is performed to the encryption information {SCA, SC_key} as well. The master node computes the hash value of the encryption information {SCA, SC_key} and compares it with the value that is decrypted with the public key SN_Pub of the slave node from the message SCA_Check. If the checking operation results a false value, the master node asks the slave node to generate and send back a new encryption information. These two checking operations aim to make sure that the user session as well as the encryption information is not altered by a third party, who could be able to perform an MITM attack to change the information and use this information to access the resource on the slave node.
In the third handshaking step, the master node simply sends a confirmation message to the slave node, which is encrypted with the symmetric cryptographic algorithm SCA and the key SC_Key.
By now, the master node and the slave node have been authenticated by each other. A cryptographic algorithm SCA with the corresponding key SC_Key, that will be used to encrypt all the data transmissions in further communications, has been determined by both the master node and the slave node. A third party of the communication is also excluded. A secure connection between the master node and the slave node is established. The work in this phase is done.
Phase V: Job execution. In this phase, the G-Hadoop system executes the jobs that the user has submitted. The execution of the job is similar to G-Hadoop without the designed security framework. One difference is that the master node must assign a task to a slave node with the user session U_Session as an authentication information, and correspondingly, the slave node checks the user session for expiration time before executing tasks. If the user session is expired, the slave node asks the master node to update the life cycle of the user session. In this case, the master node simply applies a new proxy credential and sends it directly to the slave node. By receiving the new proxy credential, the slave node updates the expiration time of the user session as well as the proxy credential.
Phase VI: Terminating a job. The active job is terminated when all the tasks of the job on the slave nodes are finished, or a fatal error occurred during the execution so that the tasks cannot be executed further more. The master node sends the result or some information about the fatal error to the user. It also sends a job-finished message with the user session to all the participating slave nodes. The latter clears all information related to the user session, including the proxy credential and the encryption information {SCA, SC_Key}. If the job-finished message is caused by a fatal error, the slave node terminates the current task of the job. The slave node is now disconnected from the master node. The master node deletes the proxy credential for the user instance and all other information related to this user instance. The connection of the master node to the slave node is also cut down. The last phase of the security process as well as the user job is completed.
Security analysis
This section analyzes the security mechanisms of the designed security framework and discusses how they protect the G-Hadoop system against different attacks, abusing, or misusing.
User control on the master node
One of the primary goal of this security framework is to supply users with the single-sign-on process to submit a job to G-Hadoop. It has to be noted that G-Hadoop covers a distributed system and its components are physically distributed across resource centers connected with a public network. A user may not have any accessing right to one or more slave nodes. If a simple user database that only stores the user name and password is used, the master node could not be aware of the accessing right, which will cause the break of rights control on the slave nodes. Therefore, in our security framework, the user database also stores the accessing right of slave nodes for each user, in addition to the user login information. During the execution of a user's jobs, the master node only tries to connect with the slave nodes that can be found in the corresponding user's item in the database. In this case, the master node is able to avoid abusing of the resources in G-Hadoop.
In addition, the single-sign-on process exposes the whole G-Hadoop to attackers, if an attacker has obtained the data in the user database. Therefore, keeping the database secure is also one of the most important missions.
Security analysis with applying and issuing a proxy credential
As described above in the security work flow, the second authentication phase is to apply and issue a proxy credential. Normally, the master node and the CA server are distributed at different locations and connected via a public network, which is insecure to transmit sensitive information. On the other hand, a proxy credential functions as the identity of the user instance that is given by the CA server. It is used to authenticate the master node with the related user instance by slave nodes, so that the user instance can access or use the resources of G-Hadoop. Therefore, a secure and trustful communication between the master node and the CA is required. In this work, the SSL protocol is chosen to guarantee the security of the communication. According to the features of the SSL protocol, SSL has the ability to avoid the man-in-themiddle (MITM) attack, version rollback attack, delay attack, and replay attack. In addition, it provides an extension solution of client-authenticated handshaking, which performs the authentication of both communication parties before the secure connection is set up. This feature meets the requirement of our security framework, where the master node, which acts as the client in the SSL connection, is authenticated by the CA server and a fraudulent party as the fake master node is refused by the CA server.
The SSL protocol ensures the authentication of the master node and the CA server with an encryption of the communication. However, like all other security solutions, SSL cannot guarantee the absolute security. For example, an attacker can listen to the communication, capture the message, and obtain the key to encrypt the communication with the help of cryptographic analysis. In this situation, the attacker could obtain the proxy credential. Considering this situation, a random message CA_Rand, which is generated by the CA server, is introduced for the proposed security framework. This random message is used to authenticate the entities of G-Hadoop as the fingerprint of them. The security analysis of this fingerprint will be discussed in the following subsections.
Secure communication between master and slave
The security framework is designed to realize the single-sign-on process from the user's sight. After a user has been authenticated by the master node, the master node tries to log on to the slave nodes, where the user has right to access. Authenticating the master node by slave nodes is the most important step of the security framework.
Therefore, preventing this step from attacking or abusing is one of the most important security missions of our work. By designing this security framework, several attacking methods has been taken into account, and the security framework is designed to have the ability of keeping the authentication phase secure from these attacks.
Protection against MITM attacks
The random message CA_Rand generated by the CA server is the second protection next to credentials. If an attacker has performed an MITM attack during the phase of applying and issuing the proxy credential or in the first handshaking step of Phase IV, the attacker may be able to have obtained the public key MN_Pub of the master node, the proxy credential, as well as the random message CA_Rand. However, the random message CA_Rand is encrypted with the private key MN_Prv of the master node. The attacker is unable to get the private key MN_Prv of the master node, which is randomly generated by the master node and never transmitted over the public networks. Therefore, the attacker cannot encrypt the random message CA_Rand and a failure will be caused during the authentication step by the slave nodes.
The only way to get the private key of the master node is to crack the cryptographic algorithm. However it needs time, potentially more than one month. At this moment, the master node must have already been connected with the slave nodes.
Additionally, the use of randomly generated key pair {MN_Pub, MN_Prv} of the master node also increases the difficulty to crack the public key cryptographic algorithm, because different key pairs are used for different user instances.
In another situation, if an MITM attack occurs between the master node and a slave node during the second handshaking step in Phase IV, the attacker has already captured all the messages. However, since the attacker does not own the private key MN_Prv of the master node, he cannot decrypt the message that contains the encryption information {SCA, SC_Key} for the further communication. The attacker may also attempt to carry out an MITM attack with a fake slave node in this handshaking step. Nevertheless, he will not be authenticated by the master node, because he does not have the private key of the slave node to encrypt the random message CA_Rand, which acts as the fingerprint of the slave nodes.
Therefore, with the mechanisms of using the public key scheme on the randomly generated message as the fingerprint, the abuse of proxy credentials by a third party as well as a fake master or slave node of a fraudulent party is prevented. The MITM attack against Phase II and Phase IV is affectless.
Protection against delay attacks and replay attacks
Beside the mechanisms against MITM attacks, the security framework is designed to be able of preventing delay attacks and replay attacks as well. A proxy credential is combined with a digitally signed expiration time, which is only valid for a short time. If a delay attack is performed, the proxy credential will be expired and refused by the slave nodes.
Since a proxy credential of an active user instance is stored on the slave node, the slave node can detect the replay attack easily. Another request of authentication with a proxy credential that is already saved on the slave node will be treated as a replay attack, because proxy credentials are designed as one-time-usage.
Protection for the integrity of user session
In the first handshaking of Phase IV, the user session is encrypted with the private key MN_Prv of the master node. An attacker, who has listened to the communication between the master node and the CA server or has obtained the public key of the CA server, may be able to decrypt the user session. However, after Phase IV the user session is encrypted with the encryption information {SCA, SC_Key} determined by the slave node. Since the attacker could not have the knowledge of the encryption information, he is hence not able to encrypt the user session to perform an attack. On the other hand, if the attacker has altered the user session, the verification of the user session in the second handshaking step of Phase IV cannot pass through. The modification can be easily detected by the master node. Therefore, the first and second handshaking with encrypted user session ensure the integrity of the user session.
Secure connection for data transmission
The connection between the master node and slave nodes are encrypted by a symmetric cryptographic algorithm, which is determined by the slave node, while the master node is noticed by encrypting the message with the public key MN_Pub of the master node. It is already pointed out that an attacker cannot have any knowledge about the symmetric cryptographic algorithm SCA and the corresponding key SC_Key. In case of an MITM attack, an attacker may modify the encryption information {SCA, SC_Key} from the slave node by using the public key of the master node to encrypt the encryption information that is generated by the attacker. But with the hash value SCA_Check, the master node can verify the validity and integrity of the encryption information. Since the hash value SCA_Check is encrypted with the private key SN_Prv of the salve node, it is impossible for the attacker to encrypt the encryption information correctly. The attack is hence avoided.
To increase the difficulty of cryptographic analysis, which an attack may perform to crack the symmetric cryptographic algorithms, the algorithms and the key are chosen by the slave node, rather than the master node. In this case, each connection between the master node and a slave node can be encrypted in different ways, even for the connection to the same slave node with different user instances.
In addition, the reason to choose a symmetric cryptographic algorithm by the slave node is also due to the cost of computing. Since the encryption with a public key cryptographic algorithm is computationally expensive in contrast to the symmetric cryptography, it is no more necessary to use the public key cryptography to encrypt the message after a secure communication between the master node and a slave node has been established. A symmetric cryptography such as AES can provide sufficient security for the communication.
Prototypical implementation
The proposed G-Hadoop security framework was implemented as a single plug-in of the Hadoop MapReduce implementation and can be started with the G-Hadoop/Hadoop SHELL facility. The plug-in, called Single-Sign-ON (SSON), is flexibly designed that can be integrated or removed from the Hadoop system as the user's expect.
Architecture overview
The security framework is composed of six major modules, which are the Common Module, Security Module, User Management Module, CA Node Module, Master Node Module and the Slave Node Module. Fig. 5 illustrates the interaction between these components. Each module provides special functionalities, where the • Common Module is the library of the security framework, providing the basic interfaces, such as event handlers and listeners, as well as random message generators, for the requirement of other modules;
• Security Module defines and implements the security mechanisms applied in this security framework. This also includes the message protocols that are used in the phase of distributing proxy credential and hand-shaking;
• User Management Module implements all user related operations and functionalities, including user profiles, user session and user instance. In addition, this module also provides the functionality of centrally managing the user information as well as the application interface for job submission; • CA Node Module is in charge of issues with proxy credentials, such as request and distribution;
• Master Node Module provides the functionality of the master node, including HTTP Service, the centralization of user and job management, as well as maintaining the authenticated user list and running the job scheduler. An additional functionality of this module is to apply proxy credentials, accomplish the authentication phase with slave nodes, and set up a secure connection to slave nodes for further job execution;
• Slave Node Module first performs the authentication procedure with the master node and then executes the Map/Reduce tasks that are assigned to them. It also maintains the proxy credential list to manage the authentication information for tasks.
Implementation details
The most important module in this security solution is the Security Module, which contains the implementation of functionalities to sign and verify an SSON certificate in a digital signature message as proxy credentials. In this module, the messages for requesting and distributing a proxy credential as well as the three-way handshake messages between the master node and the slave nodes are encapsulated as specified protocols, which are implemented as serializable objects. In this way, the messages between the communication parties can be easily managed without taking care of the packet loss in the network.
public final class ApplicationMessage implements Serializable {...} public final class DistributionMessage implements Serializable {...}
Another advantage of using such serializable protocols is the transformation of message to byte stream, which is the single way for data transmission through network. The SSON certificate and proxy credential in this module are the core of the whole security framework. The information of an SSON certificate is visible to the certificate owner and the authenticator but these information must not be modified after it has been assigned by the CA server in order to meet the non-modification feature of a certificate.
The User Management Module provides the user management application interfaces and the implementation of user related information. These information contains the three important terminologies of this security framework: user profile, user instance and user session. For the purpose of single-sign-on and the management of users in G-Hadoop with Web page based operations, a class named 'WebUser' is defined to present a user substance. When a user has logged on to the G-Hadoop system with a correct user name and password pair through the authentication Web page that is provided by this security framework, the user is authenticated and a user substance of type WebUser is created in the background of the master node to hold resources and information of the user. After that the user substance is inserted into the active user list that is maintained by the user management component in the Master Node Module. The resources that a user substance occupies contain the basic user information and the user profile. When a user substance is created, the user profile is created as well, if there is not any off-line jobs in execution or the waiting status. Otherwise, the user profile that has been previously created is allocated to the new created WebUser substance.
If a user submits a job, the job is added to the job list of the user profile and the job exists in the list till the execution is completed. The result list of the user profile stores the results of all finished jobs during the life period of the user profile. Another list holds the slave nodes, whose resources cannot be accessed by the user. With such mechanisms, the job scheduler in the Master Node Module does not try to set up the connection to the slave nodes that are in this list, so that the resources in G-Hadoop are protected from misusing.
The CA Node Module implements the functionality of the CA Server, i.e., handling the application of proxy credentials from the master node as well as generating a corresponding SSON certificate and distributing it as a proxy credential to the master node. This module has a single class named CAServer, which provides all the functionality for the mission of this component. As depicted in its name, a CAServer substance is a server, which is implemented as an SSL socket server. This SSL socket server is configured to request client authentication, so that both communication parties must be authenticated by each other before a secure connection is set up. With such mechanisms, the CA server can ensure that the proxy credential is transferred to the real master node safely.
For being able of handling concurrent multiple requests from the master node the CA server adopts the technique of multitasking. After setting up the SSL connection with the master node, the CA server creates a new thread to deal with the further requests from the master node. By finishing the reading of the information in the request message, the CA server generates a random message and species the life period for the public key of the master node as well as the expiration time of the SSON certificate in GMT. After that the CA server calls the signature method of ProxyCredential in the Security Module to create and digitally sign the key.
The Master Node Module is the kernel of the entire security solution. It provides the HTTP service for the interaction between the users and the whole G-Hadoop system. It also takes the responsibility of centrally managing the users and their jobs. The most important role of the Master Node Module is to apply proxy credentials, authenticate the slave nodes and set up a secure connection with the slave nodes.
As depicted in the architecture overview in Fig. 5 , this module contains a ServerNode, a JobScheduler and a UserManager. The ServerNode acts as the control center of the whole security framework, where the Jetty server is launched to run the HTTP service to provide the log in/out, job submission and other Web-based user interfaces for using the G-Hadoop resources. Besides the Jetty server, the ServerNode also runs other important components to support the requirements of the security framework.
The JobScheduler component is designed to manage and schedule all the user jobs that are not executed or are being executed. As mentioned, the security framework enables the feature of off-line execution, which is not supported in the original G-Hadoop system. Therefore, the job scheduler component has the ability of managing and maintaining the job information as long as the user has submitted it. For this three hash table structures are implemented in the job scheduler component to hold these information. When a user submits a job, the job is first added into the waiting list, in case that the job is accepted by the security framework. When the job is ready for execution, the job scheduler checks if the user instance of the job owner exists in the active instance list. If it exists, the existing user instance is directly used to set up the connection with the slave nodes to execute the job; otherwise, the job scheduler creates a separated thread to apply a proxy credential. This thread tries to set up an SSL connection to the CA server. According to the SSL protocol, the CA server and the master node must be authenticated with each other during the process to set up the SSL connection. After the connection is set up, the master node encapsulates the random generated public key and the corresponding algorithms into the application message and sends it to the CA server. On another hand, the master node creates a user instance and saves the private key as well as the public key algorithms into the user instance. The application process at the master node's side is completed.
The Slave Node Module contains a task component, an authentication management component and a slave node handshaking component. The task component is implemented as the subclass of the original Hadoop task to perform similar work as the original one but with the extensions for adapting to the mechanisms of this security framework. The extension is implemented to enable the update of the proxy credential if it is expired. After receiving the new proxy credential from the master node, the slave node updates the expiration time of the user session as well as the proxy credential itself and puts the task into execution. The authentication management component provides the methods to check the validity of the authentication information from master node and manages these information, including the proxy credentials and the token of user session, which are related to the tasks. In addition, the authentication manager has a special list to store the authentication information that is asked to be deleted after all jobs of a user have finished its execution.
Initial evaluation
We evaluated the implemented security framework by verifying the functionality of individual modules and the framework as a whole. For the experiments we set up a master node, a CA server node and several slave nodes. We conducted a number of different tests. The first test was performed to evaluate the ability of the master node in handling the user requests for job submission. As described in the previous section, the users submit a job through a JSP page, which runs a separated thread for each user. This means that multiple threads will run on the same node in case that several users access the submission page and submit the job at the same time. We modeled this scenario and found that the more users try to submit a job at the same time, the more time is needed to perform the submission process. For example, when the number of requests is increased from one to one hundred, the minimal time needed for handling a request raises in five folds. A solution is to deploy separated servers to run the HTTP service for guaranteeing the performance of master node. This is one of the future work.
The second test was done to evaluate the performance of requesting proxy credentials. We created different numbers of requests and for each case we measured the minimal and maximal time for handling a single request. We performed the same test 20 times and calculated the middle value of the 20 tests. Fig. 6 shows the experimental results, where the x-axis depicts the amount of the requests and the y-axis shows the minimal, maximal and average time to process a single request. The time is computed from the time point of generating the request message to the time point of the master node receiving the distribution message, meaning that the CA server has received the request message and sent the distribution message to the master node.
As shown in the figure, the performance of applying and distributing proxy credentials is strongly influenced by the amount of requests under the threshold of 50. However, when the number of requests is larger than 50, the influence is getting smaller. This could be caused by the network condition, while the request message as well as the distribution message are transmitted much more frequently, if there is a lot of requests for proxy credentials. Therefore, the configuration of the threshold for the maximal amount of application requests should be configured to a suitable value. If it is too small, the efficiency of the security framework is limited.
Conclusions
This work designed and implemented a security framework for running MapReduce tasks across different clusters in a distributed environment. The security framework provides users with a single-sign-on process to submit jobs to G-Hadoop. In addition, it applies various security mechanisms to protect the G-Hadoop system from attacks as well as abusing or misusing. These security mechanisms are based on some current security solutions, for example SSL and cryptographic algorithm, or the concepts of other security solutions such as GSI. Some concepts, for example, proxy credentials, user session, and user instance, are applied in this security framework as well to provide the functionalities of the framework.
With these security mechanisms the designed security framework has the ability to prevent the most common attacks, such as MITM attack, replay attack, and delay attack, and ensures a secure communication of G-Hadoop over public networks. In addition, it adopts different mechanisms to protect the resources of G-Hadoop from abusing or misusing. On the whole, it provides a trustful and complete solution of the single-sign-on process for the user to access G-Hadoop. For further improvement, job execution in Phase V as well as the encryption algorithms and keys will be designed as changeable to increase the difficulty of cryptographic analysis by an attacker.
